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1800s to Early 1900s 
Leather tooling became popular among cowboys and ranchers of the "Wild West" for its ornamentation and expression of 
personal style. Elaborately tooled saddles helped express pride in their owners' horsemanship and identified individual 
possessions among cowboys with no horses of their own. Chaps---especially bat wing chaps, with wide wings buckled to the 
leg only at the knee---provided large surface areas for tooling, overlays and inlayed leather patterns. Cuffs, originally created 
to protect shirt sleeves and wrists from harm, became a fashion statement when worn by rodeo riders. 
Leather 
Because of its thickness and quality of fibers, crafters of leather tooling use only tanned cattle hides. These hides may be 
split---or cut horizontally---several times, producing more useable leather for a variety of commercial uses. Leather tooling 
crafters also use only full-grain leather, which has had the hair removed but retains its grain or epidermis. They require the 
finest leather, which covers the choicest beef cuts. 
Tanning 
Tanning leather removes its hair; increases its strength, softness and pliability; and helps make it waterproof. Although 
several tanning processes exist, leather to be used for tooling must be tanned using vegetable materials such as bark, 
leaves, nuts and woods containing tannin. Examples of these materials include hemlock, oak, chestnut and quebracho or 
the iron tree. Traditionally originated by the Biblical Hebrews, historic vegetable tanning took up to two years to prepare a 
thick cowhide. 
Dyeing 
Throughout history, crafters used dyes to accent their tooled leather. Before the mid-1800s, they created all dyes from 
vegetable matter; since that time they have used products produced by coal-tar or petroleum. The porous nature of leather 
allows the dyes to soak into the grain and retain their color for many years. 
 
 
 
 

THE HISTORY OF LEATHER TOOLING 



1.Case your leather: Get it wet! 
 

2.Trace your design if you want, or you can free-hand  
it if you want to do your own. 
 
3. Add a border to make your design pop! 
 
4. Fill in any spaces you desire, or add designs and 
 details in open spaces. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 


